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On the Standardization of the Frequency Response
of High-Quality Studio Headphones*

GÜNTHER THEILE

Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH (IRT), Munich, West Germany

Thc use of headphones in the studio 1s appropriate under ceftain circumstances.
Addressing the problem of defining and measuring thc frequcncy response of high~

quality studio headphones, it 1s argued that the current headphone standards are unsuitable
für this purposc. A study of recent,work on thc properties of spatial hearing shows that
thc free-field equalization applied to hcadphoncs cannat producc good results. A more
satisfactory equalization 1s obtained by reference to the diffuse field defined on thc
basis of thc average value of the transfer functions of the Duter car in different directions.
Further it is shown that measuring methods bascd on a comparison of loudness producc
wrong results and that, instead, purely physical measurements should be taken as a
basis. The diffuse-field response of several new studio headphones has been measured
in accordance with an IRT proposal (auditory canaI probe microphone techniquc). The
diffuse-field frequency responses are compared with resuIts obtained with a special
dummy-head technique. Subjective assessment experiments carried out using com
mercially available hcadphones are rcportcd.

o INTRODUCTION

Reeently Toole [I] presented a study on the aeousties
and psychoacoustics of headphones. His dose exam
,ination of stereophonie headphones and headphone lis
tening reveals some serious problems in aehieving high
quality headphone reproduetion. The main problems
he reports are, in summary, as follows [I]:

I) The design and evaluation of stereophonie
headphones are at present based on imperfeet mea
surement techniques and uncertain performance ob
jeetives. While there are some indieations of how
improvements can be made, the precise solutions are
not yet obvious and are eomplieated by the substantial
physical variations among individual ears.

2) There are some fundamental issues related to
the purposes of headphone reproduetion, For ex
ample, from the point of view of spatial fidelitY, the
reeording methods best adapted to headphone ,epro
duetion are not widely used, and the popular ster
eophonie reeording methods are not weIl adapted to
headphone listening, From the point of view of sound
quality, headphones optimized for eonventional stereo
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recordings will be incorrect for dummy-head re
cordings, and vice versa.

3) Some headphone designs ean reduee the variation
in the aeoustieal eoupling to individual ears, but there
remains the problem of choosing the optimum correct
performance. This optimum performance must be
defined from measurements made on real ears. By
the same token, headphones should be measured on
real ears or on a device that in the essential anatomical
and acoustical respects closely.,resembles real ears.

These questions have been ex.amined at the Institute
of Broadeast Teehnique (IRT) in Munieh during the
past 3 years in order 10 prepare national and international
standards for high-quality studio headphones [2]. This
paper presents the most significant results of this work,
addressing the current discussion on defining and mea
suring the "correet" frequeney response of headphones,

1 REQUIREMENT OF STANDARDIZATION OF
STUDIO HEADPHONES IN BROADCASTING

Headphones are relatively rarely used in studios,
although they are not inferior to large eommereially
available monitor loudspeakers as regards distortion,
maximum sound pressure level, bandwidth, and so on.
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There are a variety of reasons for this lack of use. The
main one is the phenomenon of in-head localization
[3], [4], which means that in the ease of eonventional
stereo reeordings and headphone listening the auditory
events appear to oeeur within the head. This ineorreet
pereeption of distanees eorresponds to a eonsiderable
loss in spatial reproduetion, so that stereo produetions
may be evaluated more aeeurately using loudspeakers
rather than using headphones.

Nevertheless, if these drawbacks are disregarded,
headphone reproduetion has advantages that are par
tieularly appreeiated by listeners. It ean provide the
original sound intensity without diffieully, and it is a
simple means of obtaining exeellent 'sound quality ir
respective of the installation and acoustic characteristics
of the listening area and its sound insulation with regard
to the surroundings. In addition, headphones ean eon
siderably attenuate the ambient noise in the reproduetion
area so that the dynamie range of the program signal
ean in fact be aehieved without any additional eonstraint.
As a result, in many eases headphone reproduetion
makes more concentrated listening possible, is less
likely to eause disturbance, and is therefore frequently
preferred to loudspeaker reproduetion by listeners.

Headphones have aequired additional importanee as
a resull of the introduction ofdummy-head stereo sound.
Productions of this type have been made and broadeast
by German broadeasting organizations for some 10
years. Interest in this teehnique has been eonsiderable,
partieularly among listeners. As a result, approximately
3 years aga a speeially designed studio dummy head
(KU 81, Neumann) beeame eommereially avaHable,
and it ean be expeeted that this type of stereo trans
mission will be used as an alternative to conventional
stereo transmission. This is yet another case where
headphone listening is an important alternative to
10udspeaker reproduetion.

As a result, also for radio purposes, headphones
should be eonsidered important. The use of headphones
is indispensable for listening to dummy-head produe
tions , but it is also necessary for listening to ather
types of produetions under poor eonditions. Headphones
are also used as a eomplement to 10udspeaker repro
duction in the ease of all normal produetions inasmueh
as many listeners like using them.

Furthermore, the international program exchange
requires suffieiently standardized listening eonditions.
Headphone listening eonditions ean in prineiple be de
fined with great aeeuraey and ean easily be reprodueed
without any systematic error. The same does not hold
true for listening to loudspeakers. International efforts
at standardizing the acoustic and geometrie character
istics of sound contral rooms and listening woms have
not yet, for understandable reasons, produeed an ad
equate level of standardization. Neither EBU Ree
ommendation R22-1980 nor the proposals eontained
in CCIR Report 797-I provide guarantees of suffieiently
standardized listening conditions. There can be 00 ex
peetation of major progress, in the future, in the stan
dardization of 10udspeaker reproduetion, at least at the
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international level.
Conversely, headphone reproduetion offers optimum

eonditions for praetieable international standardization
of Iistening eonditions. Beeause it is independent of
the geometrie and aeoustic properties of the Iistening
area, standardization ean be aehieved with very little
effort and ean be aeeurately maintained without diffi
eulty.

If, in the ease of high-quality listening, the use of
headphones is eonsidered to be of similar importanee
to that ofloudspeakers, the quality of sound transmission
must not be assessed solely using loudspeakers. It has
been shown that eertain quality shorteomings are more
clearly pereeptible in the ease ofheadphonereproduetion
than in that ofloudspeaker reproduetion. For example,
the signal-ta-noise ratio corresponding to noiseless
headphone Iistening exeeeds the value obtained using
loudspeakers by about 5 dB (average value for musie)
and 12 dB (average value for female speech) [5J. Similar
differenees oeeur in the ease of the quality losses due
to clieks (eaused by bit errors in digital transmission),
quantizing effors, nonlinear distortions, and so on.

As regards the subjeetive assessment of the quality
of sound transmission, CCIR Reeommendation 562-1
gives important indieations on the grading of quality
and the choice of test program material, test persons,
and test procedures. It also contains recommendations
eoneerning the listening eonditions, which apply to
loudspeaker as weil as headphone reproduetion, de
pending on the eategory of impairment to be assessed.
Only those faetors that affeet the spatial reproduetion
should be assessed by means of loudspeakers.

However, it would-appear at preserit that headphone
Iistening eonditions have not been adequately defined.
The standardization speeified in IEC Publieations 268
7 (1981) and 581-10 and in the standards DIN 45 619,
page 1 (1975), and 45 500, page 10 (1975), faHs to
provide either the optimum sound neutrality or an ad
equate standard sound image.

2 NEW BASES FOR DEFINING
AND MEASURING THE FREQUENCY
RESPONSE OF STUDIO HEADPHONES

Reeently, in connection with the further development
of dummy-head stereo, a general solution to the problem
of compatibility between various processes of sound
signal production and reproduetion has been found [6].
In elose relation to this process, theoretical concepts
referring to the funetion of our hearing in spatial Iis
tening are expanded and deseribed using a loealization
model known as assoeiation model [7J. This provides
a unified explanation of major phenomena of spatial
Iistening, which eould be used to define appropriate
studio headphones.

2.1 The Assoclallon Model

The assoeiation model is based on the assumption
that association phenomena constitute a basic principle
of sensory stimulation perception. On that basis,' au-
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Fig. 1. Principal function of the assoeiation model.
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The location-determining stage cannot recognize any
spatial information M if the mierophone signal is not
a dummy-head signal. (A dummy head represents a
"dummy M," and one can simulate "naturallistening"
without linear distortions assuming the transfer function
of the headphone K = 1.) Details have been presented
in [6].

Replaeing the dummy-head microphone by a eon
ventional mierophone teehnique, listening appears to
be quite unnatural. Neither mierophone nor headphone
produee natural spatial information. The problem now
is how to define a frequency response of K, which
avoids tone color defects.

The statement "free-field equalization" seems to be
correet: if the headphone would have an exaet free
field transfer funetion Mo (frontal sound ineidenee, ac
cording to current headphone standards), the loeation
determining stage M- 1 would become inverse to Mo,
and we would have Mo . M- l = 1. In this case the
microphone signal wonld arrive at the Gestalt-deter
mining stage without linear distortion.

However, reprodueing a monophonie signal, the free
field equalization Mo' M- l = 1 is achleved only if the
auditory event wonld arise in the median plane outside
the head (more preeisely at the reference point for Mo).
An adequate exaet equalization is not possible for mass
produced headphones. Reproducing conventlonal stereo
signals, the free-field equalization Mo is even theoret
ically wrong. The "substituted outer ear" transfer
function K = Mo is only relevant for frontal incidence
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Fig. 2. Principal function ofthe association model. Headphone
rcproduction of stereophonie signals.

2.2 Objeclions 10 Ihe Free-Field Equalization

The inverse filtering M- l frees ear signals from any
Inlluenee by the outer ear before the source signal
reaches the Gestalt-determining stage. This means that
in natural hearing, spectral features eaused by the di
rectivity of the outer ear are apprehended in such a
way that they da not oeeur as tone color defeets (Fig.
I). The assoeiation model indicates that the perception
of timbre is independent of the souree loeation. This
timbre phenomenon ean be verified readily, but has
been deseribed in publications only very reeenUy [7]
[9], and it is ealled "invariability of timbre." The au
ditory system identifies the location and timbre of the
sound source, and that Is why timbre is not totally
determined by the power spectrum of the ear signals.
This fundamental attribute of spatial hearing is rep
resented in the model by the term M . M- l = 1.

However, M- l filtering only occurs when the effect
of the outer ear in the formation of the ear signals is
"recognized." This inverse filtering oeeurs normally
in "naturallistening," that is, when ear signals of suf
fieiently broad band present the correspondlng outer
ear features.

What happens when headphone listening is substituted
for "natural listening"? Fig. 2 shows a block diagram
of this situation. Using headphones, the directivity of
the outer ear Is ineffeetual, and K is substituted for M.

ditive spatial perception fundamentally results from
two separate proeesses. Eaeh proeess oeeurs by means
of an assoeiatively guided pattern recognition. A mo
mentary stimulus, derived from asound source, initially
induces a "Ioeation association" and then a "Gestalt
association." The eharaeteristie feature of this loeali
zation model resides in the two-stage processing of the
stimulus. It contains not only the stage of processing
that determines the localization, but also the stage that
.d.etermines the Gestalt. (Gestalt Is a term used in per
ception research.) Both stages must be gone through
for the stimulus to achleve a form of perception. Ac
cordingly, both processes jointly determine in every
instance the propertles of the auditory event.

Fig. I shows a block diagram of the model. The
spatial transmission system in hearing eonsists of the
outer ear, represented by transfer function M, and of
the localizlng stage, represented by transfer function
M- l , the inverse of M. The dependenee of ear signals
on the souree loeation is indieated as a form of coding
of spatial information M, whieh enables the spatial
Information M- l to be decoded. The operation ean be
deseribed as that of an adaptive filter wlth a transfer
function M- I whieh, as a result of assoeiative recog
nition of the model, is in inverse relation to M, the
transfer funetion of the outer ear, whieh in turn depends
on the loeation of the source. Details have been de
seribed in [7]. The adaptive operation of the loealization
stage gives rise to two eonsequenees with regard to the
definition of optimum headphone responses. These are
examined brielly below.
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2.4 Objections to Loudness Comparlson
Method

Unfortunately IEC Publication 268-7 as well as the
German standard DIN 45 619 do not reeommend a
physical measuring method. A method of making a
10udness comparison is recommended instead. Test
subJeets adjust the "headphone loudness" of narrow
band test signals (one-third-octave noise) by comparison
with a reference sound field, whieh is adjusted to a
constant sound pressure level (70 dB). The test subject
determines then whether eaeh frequeney band reeeived
via the headphone is pereeived as loud as the referenee
sound. If not, the voltage of the headphone is adjusted
aeeordingly aud then measured. Thus the resulting val
ues represent the "loudness transfer function" of the
headphone.

This procedure was introduced on the assumption
that, irrespeetive of the headphone design, the same
acoustic impression is achieved as with loudspeaker
reproduction if the headphone produces the same loud
ness for each one-third octave. This assumption seems
self-evident. But it has been theoretically deduced from
the assoeiation model that the method of loudness

In order to measure K, a relative measuring method
is derived, using a probe microphone at the measuring
point S. The sound pressures received via loudspeaker
(eorresponding to situation I) and via headphone (cor
responding to situation 2) are measured at point Sand
compared. Ifthere is no differenee, the transferfunetions
M . C and K . C are identieal, and K = M.

The determination of K relative to M is necessary,
because one cannot define the auditory canal entrance
anatomieally. Further, the intluenee of the probe mi
erophone on the sound propagation in the auditory eanal
has to be e!iminated. The probe itself as well as the
position of the probe do not influence the ratio K/M,
because these indeterminable terms do not differ in
situations land 2.

If the measuring result is K = M, there has to be
M ~ I in order to keep the eondition K = 1. What
does M ~ I mean? M . C = M (n) . Cis a free-field
transfer funetion of the outer ear, depending on the
direction n of the incident sound, which is measured
at the point S in the auditory eanal. 1t ean be sp!it into
the terms M (n) and C. Cis defined as independent of
all direetions of ineident sound. Consequently the av
erage transfer function is M(n) = I. That means
M = I is achieved in the case where the distribution
of ineident sound is completely at random.

If the transfer function of the headphone (measured
at any point S in the auditory eanal) is equal to the
transfer funetion of the outer ear in the diffuse field
(measured at the same point S in the auditory canal),
the headphone transfer function is tlat. For this reason
Hnear distortions by headphone reproduetion are phys
ically defined and measurable. It is not neeessary to
define "tone color qua!ity" beeause it is possible to
define a tlat frequency response at the auditory canal
entrance.

1----4-~ear drum

t----!c---ear drum

Fig. 3. Equivalent block diagram far determining the head
phone transfer function related to the Duter ear. M =
Meil)-transfer function of Duter eaT; C- transfer funetion,
not depending on direction of iocident sound; K- transfer
function of headphone, coupled to auditory canal entrance.

auditory canal
entrance

auditory canal
entrance

2.3 Requlrement of the Diffuse-Field
Equallzatlon

Tone color defects consequently can be avoided only
if the equaHzation of the headphone coupled to the
auditory canal entrance is K = 1. Thus a transmission
without linear distortions, K . M- 1 ~ !, is achieved.
In the following it is shown that the condition K = I
can be obtained by means of physical measurements.

In Fig. 3 two situations of the auditory system feed
with sound are considered.

In situation 1 [Fig. 3(a)], the outer ear (torso, head,
pinna) operates as an acoustical antenna in asound
field, whieh may represent a reference sound field.
M = M(n) is the transfer function depending on the
direction n of ineident sound. It is called transfer
funetion of the outer ear. C is the term that does not
depend on the direetion of incident sound; S is the
measuring point inside the ear canal (a few millimeters
ahead of the eardrum).

In situation 2 [Hg. 3(b)], using a headphone, a
transfer funetion K of the headphone is substituted for
the transfer funetion M(n) of the outer ear. The term
C is identiea! to that in Fig. 3(a) and the measuring
point S is also the same.

of sound (monophonic signals). Conventiona! stereo
signals produce interaurallevel and time differences,
but without adequate spectral cues. Tool [IJ describes
this situation: "This is simply loudspeaker stereo with
the loudspeakers 'whispering' in the ears." In that case
the 10caHzation process adapts to the headphones,
manifesting itself as in-head 10caHzation ("phantom
source in the head" [7]; it is M- 1 = 1.

This means that the spectral characteristics of the
ear signals caused by Mo of the headphone intervene
at the Gestalt-determining stage and not at the location
determining stage. It is Mo . M- 1 = Mo; the M- 1 inverse
filtering does not occur and tone color defects result
due to Mo. A free-field equalized headphone causes
"linear distortions. !l
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Fig. 4. Figures of equal size. The perception of size depends
on the perception of distance.

Fig. 5. SLD effect. Differences of free~field transfer functions
for various headphones (loudness comparison measurement
minus probe microphone measurement).
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Rudmose deseribes the far and near loudspeaker
souree problem [13]: "Listeners who demonstrate this
phenomenon evidently pereeive the distant souree as
having a 'large aeoustic size/ whereas the near souree
is pereeived as mueh 'smaller'; eonsequently the smaller
source must be 'stronger' (produce more sound pressure)
to equal the loudness of the larger source. "

Similar sound levelloudness divergenee (SLD) oeeurs
in partieular in standardized headphone measurements.
Fig. 5 shows a number of differenees in the free-field
transfer funetions of various headphones (loudness
measurements versus those made using probes, from
publieations and own measurements), including the
different averages. This shows that the SLD effeet is
frequeney dependent. It ean probably be avoided if the
loeation of the sound sources is fixed during the loudness
eomparison. This would only be sueeessful with diserete
tones, a fixed head, a listener who is unaware of the
source loeation, and, finally, the prevention of vibra~

tional energy transfer (from the loudspeaker 10 the lis
tener).

However, such requirements are not applieable for
a headphone standard. Only for low frequencies have
loudness measurements under these eonditions produced
the same results as measurements using probes [13].

The SLD effeet is ineompatible with the statement
of Robinson et al. [14] that "loudness is determined

2.5 The SLD Effect

Investigations aeeording to this hypothesis have been
earried out reeently [2], [10]-[11], using the loudness
eomparison method for headphones deseribed. The
following relevant results were obtained.

Rudmose [13] postulated a so-ealled "souree loeation
effect, carrying out experiments on the "missing 6-dB
effeet." He found that approximately 4 dB more sound
level at the eardrum was sometimes required when the
near loudspeaker was the souree than when the far
loudspeaker was the souree (IOD-Hz test signal).

comparison produces errOIS in determining the head
phone transfer funetion: the loudness transfer funetion
and the physieal transfer function do not eoincide. De
tails of this hypothesis are eonsidered briefly in the
following.

Aeeording to the assoeiation model, the effeet of the
Duter ear on the ear signal is compensated-in lb.~Jo~

eaHzation proeess (see Sec. 2.1). The linear distortions
eaused by the direetive filter eonstituted by the outer
ear do not in principle affeet tone color defeets. In
ather wards, aur hearing cannat be conceived as a mi
erophone with a fixed weighting filter; the pereeptions
of loudness and tone color are not eompletely determined
by sound pressure and speetrum in the auditory eanal.
Our hearing is mueh more like a mierophone eombined
with a variable signal cireuit. This weighting eireuit
adapts in a eomplex manner and is dependent on the
loealization proeess, which is related to the formation
of the event pereeived [6], [7], [9].

This adapting weighting cireuit, depending on the
localization process, operates as a "discriminator" in
order to identify the loeation as weil as the nature of
the source. Out of this proeessing arises the eapability
of the auditory system to interpret eertain eharaeters
of sound events either as a specifie spatial attribute or
as a specifie attribute of the nature of the source. This
eapability is essential to the pereeption of spaee, but
it is not helpful in the ease of loudness eomparison
measurings because loudness is also a spatial attribute
(such as the distanee ofthe source) as weil as an attribute
of the nature of the souree (such as the power of the
source), see Sec. 2.6.

The disturbing effeet ean be explained by means of
an example weH known in visual perception. Three
equally large figures are pereeived as equal in size, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Completing the drawing by per
speetive [Fig. 4(b)] and aehieving different pereeived
distanees of the figures, the figures appear not to be
equal in size. It is diffieult to reeognize the size of the
figures independently ofthe pereeived distanee. In other
words, it is diffieult to separate pereeived size and
distanee. This effeet illustrates that in order to eompare
sizes it is necessary to guarantee perceived equal dis
tances.

With regard to hearing and following the deseribed
model, an equivalent relationship between localization
and identifieation has to be presumed.
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only by sound pressure at the ears," which seems to
be incorrect in this general form. For example, our
own experiments and similar work carried out by
Mathers and Landsdowne [15] show that differences
are found in the sound pressure levels measured in the
auditory canal in the range of 7.5-14 dB between
loudspeaker and headphone reproduction, while the
test subject considers both to have equal loudness.
Headphone reproduction requires more sound level in
the auditory canal than equalloudspeaker reproduction.
Similar effects are observable in headphone reproduction
when switching from dummy-head signals to stereo
phonic signals.

Furthermore, the relation between sound pressure
levels of narrow bands of noise in a diffuse field and
in a frontally incident free field for equal loudness is
described in ISO 454 [Fig. 6(a)]. This curve is obtained
by loudness comparison. A different curve is obtained
by probe measurement [Fig. 6(b)]. The difference be
tween curves (a) and (b) is the SLD curve, which occurs
whenever auditory events with differing locations are
being compared.

Recently Sahr [10] examined measuring methods for
headphones. His results are summarized in Fig. 7.
Comparing the loudness transfer functions with the
probe transfer functions of the headphone (HD 430),
the SLD effect can be observed similarly to Fig. 5, bnt
in the diffuse field it is less distinct than in the free
field.

Further experiments have been carried out recently
in order to examine the SLD effect carefully in the free
field [11] as weil as in the diffuse field [12]. First results
show thatthe SLD effect occurs when measuring head
phones using the loudness comparison method according
to IEC Publication 268-7 or DIN 45619-1.

So far the results agree with the theoretically deduced
hypothesis that loudness is not totally determined by
the sound pressure in the auditory canal. However, the
regularities of the SLD effect are not yet exactly known.

(a) loadness comparlson

(c)

40.1---10.-2--0.~5--+----t---:-5--:;:;16 kHz

Fig. 6. (a) Acoustic relationship between sound prcs~ure

levels of narrow bands of noise in a diffuse field ~nd In a
frontally incident free field for equalloundness. (b) Dlff~rence

of transfer funetions of outer ear (free field.m~nus dIffuse
fieId). Probe measurement. (e) Standard deVlatlon of mea
surement (b).
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2.6 Requiremenl of Physical Measuremenls

Considering the results of these experiments, one
can already conclude that the loudness comparison
method is unsuilable for determining the (physlcal)
transfer function of headphones. Loudness is demon
strably a parameter ofperception, whieh is particularly
dependent on the parameters of spatial perception.

Headphones which are defined to have a totally lIat
frequency response using the loudness companson
method represent the loudness perceived eilher in the
free field or in the diffuse field. Strietly speaking, they
represent the loudness perceived in the referenee sound
field under defined listening conditions (Relevant pa
rameters are, for example, sound pressure, test signal,
hearing with one or two ears, head fixed or not fixed.)
This type of headphone (it may be called loudness
calibrated headphone) is of basic interest in psycho
aeoustie research, beeause the calibration is correct for
certain loudness-matching experiments.

Perhaps the most demanding application of ca!ibrated
headphones is in the measurement of hearing pe:form
anee. However, it is not evident that loudness-eahbrated
headphones have the correct ealibration for m:asure
ment of the hearing threshold. The loudness-calibrated
headphone simulates the loudness perceived in the ref
erence field. It does not reproduce the referring sound
level in the auditory canal [10], [12] (SLD effect).
Experiments have shown that the SLD effect cannot
be observed at the hearing threshold. Consequently the
sound level in the auditory canal eannot be correet
when carrying out measurements of hearing threshold
and using loudness-calibrated headphones. It is sug
gested that the sound level is too high, in particular at

__ f[Hzl

Fig. 7. Comparison of measurement m~thods. One-third oc
tave band of pink noise. Measuring obJect-HD 430 (Senn
heiser) . (From [I OJ.)
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low frequencies. Ta c1ear up these questions, experi
ments should be carried out measuring the absolute
th'reshold not only with loudness-calibrated headphones
but also with threshold-calibrated headphones, and
comparing the results.

Overall it may be concluded that the loudness com
parisan method is a suitable method far calibrating
headphones used for loudness matching experiments,
but it produces errors in determining the (physical)
transfer function of headphones, which is required far
high-quality headphone listening.

Several other subjective measuring methods have
been compared at IRT in order to find the most adequate
one. Particularly the works of Schröter [16], Schröter
and Eis [17], and Humes [18], dealing with measure
ments of hearing protectors , have been considered.
Experiments at the IRT have been carried out, testing
a "masked bone-conduction threshold" procedure,
similar to the one Humes tested [18]. However, the
general conclusion is that subjective measuring methods
require complicated procedures and much time for get
ting objective data and for avoiding undesired psycho
acoustic effects (such as the SLD effect). The require
ments are not feasible far a headphone standard.
Physical transfer functions should be measured directly
by physical methods.

Recently Sahr [I] suggested that just these psycho
acoustic effects, which experimenters had been trying
to avoid, have to be included in the measurement. He
considers in a hypothetical model the path of asound
signal which has to travel up to the final judgment in
the human brain and concludes:

One should assume that comparisons of loudness
would be the most exact method of judging head
phones. With this method, the sound of headphones
is really judged as it is perceived by the test person.
On the other hand, it might be noted that the mea
surements by probe microphone occur during the
relatively early stages of the process.

However, this suggestion has not yet been examined.
Same theoretical statements should be given here. Sahr
suggests that the judgment "equal loudness at every
third-octave interval" implies the judgment "equal
timbre of broadband signal." This is questionable be
cause loudness and timbre are different sensations [19],
and this could only be examined in the reference sound
field itself. Accarding to the association model, this
would signify that the adaptive process in the location
determining stage (represented by M- 1) is identical in
experiment A (loudness comparison, narrow~band test
signals) and in experiment B (timbre comparison,
broadband program signals). However, current inves
tigations [9], [12] show that the adaptation depends
on the test situation (for example, the SLD effect de
pends on the bandwidth ofthe signal [11], [12]). Thus
a test situation should be determined which ensures
"equal loudness" in experiment A and "equal timbre"
in experiment B.
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What kind of reference sound field should be "correct"
for obtaining the judgment "equal timbre"? The per
ception of timbre is not completely determined by the
power spectrum of the sound field at the listening place.
lt is divergent in the nonrefiection room, reverberation
room, and listening room, and it depends on the kind
of loudspeaker reproduction (mono, stereo, correlation
of loudspeaker signals) [7], and so on. The processing
in the brain is to~ complex, and a sound-neutralloud
speaker reproduction is not definable so far.

On the contrary, it has been shown that a sound
neutral headphone reproduction is definable. Subjective
comparison judgments with loudspeaker reproduction
are unnecessary. Only a "flat frequency response at the
auditary canal entrance" has to be defined. The definition
is derived by the integral over all free-field transfer
functions of the outer ear, which can be measured in
the diffuse field. The requirement "physical measuring
in the diffuse field" is not derived from simulating the
perceived timbre in the sound field, but from avoiding
linear distortions when coupling the headphone to the
auditory canal entrance. This is due to the psycho
acoustical phenomenon that the localization process
adapts to the loudspeakers, "whispering in the ears"
[1 J.

3 PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Probe Mlcrophone Measurements

At the IRT the probe microphone technique has been
developed further to a practicable and exact procedure,
which is suitable for standardization [2], [20]. The
probe is a miniature electret microphone (Knowles EA
1842), which has been provided with elastic braces to
center it within the auditory canal (Figs. 8 and 9). The
elasticity of these braces has been adjusted to ensure
a firm fit as weil as easy handling of the probe. When
the probe is inserted, the microphone input is turned
toward the eardrum (Fig. 9). This ensures that the mea
suring point is in the auditory canal and not in the area
of the outer ear.

The microphone cable is made out of thin and very
flexible wires. lt is led out of the auditory canal by
feeding a bow in the cable into the area of the concha
and then fixing it underneath the pinna. This ensures
that the position of the probe is weil fixed during the
measuring procedure.

The probe technique does not disturb sound propa
gation at the outer ear, and the natural acoustic coupling
of the headphone is ensured.

The output voltage level of the microphone is mea
sured (each one-third-octave band) when the test subject
is sitting in the reverberation room and the loudspeaker
is reproducing the test signals. Immediately after mea
suring the diffuse field, the test subject puts on the
headphone carefully, and the output voltage level of
the microphone is measured again du ring headphone
reproduction. This measuring procedure is repeated
twice.

In order to verify the fixed position of the probe in
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Hg. 8. Probe microphone using miniature microphone type
KnowIes EA-1842.
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the termination of the entranee to the auditory eanal
(either diffuse field or headphone is eoupled to the
auditory eanal entranee), ean be disregarded sinee the
headphones of the usual design inelude a suffieiently
large termination volume in comparison with that of
the auditory eanal [21]. More details are presented in
[20]; the measuring teehnique is deseribed in an IRT
proposal [22].

In the last two years 20 headphones have been mea
sured at IRT using this teehnique. This praetieal ex
perienee led to the proposal of speeifieations with regard
to the reproducibility of the results [20]. In summary,
depending on the reprodueibility of the fit of the head
phone, the maximum spread of the measured diffuse
field responses is in the range of ± 1.5 to ± 2.5 dB. A
typical result is shown in Fig. IO. The diffuse-field
response of the DT 880 (Beyer) has been measured on
three groups of five test subjeets eaeh. The individual
results (upper thin eurves) and the average (upper fat
eurve) show that the spread of the measured headphone
responses is less than ± 2 dB at high frequeneies. In
the frequeney range of 0.1-2.5 kHz it is less than ± I
dB.

It has been found that headphones of eireumaural
design (soft eushions do not press the pinna but the
surrounding areal normally obtain a reprodueibility of
responses in the range of ± 1.5 to ±2 dB. The best
reprodueibility (± 1.5 dB) was found at the Stax SR
Lambda (eleetrostatie type with eireumaural design).
It ean be eoneluded that the aeeuraey of the probe mea
surement in the diffuse field is better than ± 1.5 dB
(five test subjeets) in the frequeney range of 0.1-12.5
kHz.

The individual diffuse-field responses of Stax SR
Lambda are plotled in Fig. II (thin values). The fat
plotted (averaged) curve is the diffuse-field response
of this headphone. The deviations of the individual
diffuse-field responses are signifieant in the frequency
range of 1.6-16 kHz; they are mainly eaused by in-

5

Fig. 10. Diffuse-ficld responses of DT 880 (Beyer). Three
measurements of three graups of five sUbjects each: Ca) Thin
curve: thrcc results of three measurements; thick curve: av
erage rcsult of three measurements. (b) Spread of tile measured
responses.

Inner ear

Eardrum

elastic braces

(wlre spring, eovered with plastie)

External ear

Audltory canal

the auditory eanal, the measuring results should be
eompared. The standard deviation ofthe values obtained
with the three headphone measurements should be within
± 2 dB, even at high frequeneies. A variation greater
than ± 2 dB might be eaused by an uneertain aeoustie
eoupling of the headphone or by an intervening change
in the position of the probe. An intervening change in
the probe position ean be exeluded by eheeking the fit
of the probe and repeating the measurement (maybe
with another test subjeet). In the (rare) ease of uneertain
eoupling of the headphone it would be useful to take
more than three measurements for each test subject.

The measuring proeedure should be earried out with
a minimum of five test subjeets. The individual head
phone transfer responses have to be determined by
eomputing the differenee "output voltage level of the
mierophone (headphone sound) related to the input
voltage level of the headphone" minus "output voltage
level of the mierophone (diffuse field sound) related
to the sound pressure level of the diffuse field at the
measuring point." The average values represent the
diffuse-field response of the headphone to be ealibrated.

Because the measurement is relative, the probe does
not need to be equalized, and the geometrieal dimen
sions, like the position of the probe, have praetieally
no inftuence on the results. Errors in the measurements,
which can conceivably occur duc to the differences in

Fig. 9. Schematic cross section of human ear with inscrted
probe microphonc.
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dividual differences of the outer ears. These data may
be compared with those obtained with another head
phone, for example, the Beyer DT 48 (Fig. 12). The
deviations of these individual diffuse-field responses
are particularly high. It can be concluded that I) the
SR Lambda is less dependent upon the physical indi
vidual properties of the human ear than the DT 48, and
2) the reproducibility of the fit of the SR Lambda is
better than that of the DT 48.

Discussing the measuring technique, a general fact
can be deduced from a comparison of the results in
Figs. 11 and 12. The deviations of the individual head
phone responses cannat be used as a criterion for judging
the measuring method. The deviations are not caused
by the measuring technique (provided there is no in
terfering change of the position of the probe in the
auditory canal), but by the headphone design and the
properties of the human ear. In order to achieve pre
dictable performance with any headphone on a variety
of individual ears, it is necessary to measure the de
viations exactly. For instance, this is not possible when
using thc loudness comparison method, because hath
capsules of the headphone (left and right ears) are mea-

sured simultaneously. The practleal advantages of the
probe microphone measurement are as follows:

I) The test subject has nothing to do during the mea
surement. This makes it possible for untrained people
to participate, and it also avoids errors caused by tired
ness or lack of concentration. The result is independent
of the performance of the test subject (objective mea
surement).

2) Consequently only five instead ofeight test subjeets
are needed to get sufficient reproducibility.

3) The measuring procedure needs less time, partic
ularly if an automatie fast Fourier transformer analyzing
system is not used.

4) Only one capsule of the headphone (left or right)
is measured. The measuring result is not the average
of both capsules. Additional coupler measurements
(aeeording to IEC Publication 268 and DIN 45 619)
are not necessary.

5) Very high frequeneies can be used without prob
lems.

Some measuring results are presented in Fig. 13. It
should be mentioned that none of the headphones mea
sured at IRT had a t1at diffuse-field response.
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Fig. 11. Diffuse-field responses of Stax SR Lambda Prof. Individual and averaged values.
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Fig. 12. Diffuse-field responses of DT 48 (Beyer). Individual and averaged values.
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3.2 Dummy-Head Measuremenls
Another physical measurement method is the use of

a dummy head instead ofthe human head. The dummy
head method seems to be advantageous in comparison
with the probe technique in principle for the following
practical reasans.

1) The dummy head can be standardized. Resulls of
different laboratories should have maximum conformity.

2) The dummy head can be calibrated once so that
a reference measurement in the reference sound field
is not necessary.

3) The dummy head needs only a very small silent
chamber. No measuring errors will aeeur by swallowing
hiccups, sneezing, Of coughing.

4) The dummy head does not require insertion of a
probe; there are no problems with the danger ofhurting
the eardrum and with hygiene.

5) Dummy-head measurements can be carried out
more quickly.

But previous experiments with this method have
shown that the existing dummy heads do not replicate
important acoustical and mechanical properties of the
human llead, which are essential when coupling a
headphone to the auditory canal. Toole [1], Schröter
[16], and Schröter and Eis [17] give surveys of these
problems.

Schröter and Eis have developed a special dummy
head suitable for the measurement of earmuffs as weil
as earplugs [17]. This measuring head replicates the
mechanical characteristics of the human head at the
area of contact between the protector (or headphone)
and the head. The mechanical impedances of 100 sub
jects at four points around the pinna and the shear
impedances of the auditory canal walls were measured.

Layers of polyurethane rubber are used to set the average
ofthe impedances. Further, the measuring head has an
"ear simulator" (realization cf the acoustical eardrum
impedance) .

Recently Schröter, Spikofski, and Theile [21] have
carried out investigations on headphone measurements
using this dummy head. Comparing the resulls of these
measurements (headphones of different designs were
used) with the resulls achieved with the probe micro
phone technique (Sec. 3.1), the following can be con
cluded.

The diffuse-field responses of headphones, measured
at the dummy head, represent the individual diffuse
field responses measured with any test subject. In some
cases leakage problems occurred, because the repli
cation of the elasticity of the human pinna is not yet
sufficiently exact. This problem should be solved soon.
As an example, in Fig. 14 the individual diffuse-field
response of the headphone DT 880 is plotted, measured
at the dummy head (fat curve). Comparing this resull
with the results achieved with five subjects (thin values),
one can see that the curve achieved with the dummy
head corresponds to the curve achieved with the sub
jects, but it does not represent the averaged curve (see
Fig. 10).

Similar resulls had been obtained when measuring
other headphones. In comparison with the referring
average values, 00 systematic difference was fauod.
This means that the acoustical coupling headphone
dummy head is incorrect. This dummy head provides
typical outer ear transfer functions [17], but the acous
tical and mechanical properties do not allow achieving
average diffuse-field and free-field responses.

It is suggested that it will not be possible to construct
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Fig. 13. Diffuse-field responses of six headphones.
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an "average Duter ear," which can be used as coupler,
independent of the design of the headphones. But it
seems possible to get relevant results using a number
of different dummy heads, which represent individual
human heads [21]. Further it has been proposed in [21]
to use interchangeable pinna replicas on dummy heads
to simulate different heads. This method avoids the
problems caused by couplers, replica ears, and dummy
heads [I], but it conserves all of the advantages of the
dummy-head measuring methods mentioned.

4 SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT

4.1 L1stening Tests

Two tests on the subjective assessment of headphone
quality have been carried out in order to determine the
preferred diffuse-field responses of headphones [2],
[23J. The test material was carefully selected during
preliminary tests. Recording engineers were asked to
determine relevant material. It consisted of classical
music, jazz, "pop'! music, and speech. For the classical
sequence the same extract was taken from five different
recordings of a classical piece. The recordings were
made by different recording engineers over the last 20
years, thereby ensuring that the test results would not
be influenced by atonal reproduction peculiar to any
recording engineer.

4.1.1 Listen/ng Test 1

Seven headphones were used. Their diffuse-field re
sponses were measured (probe measurements, see Sec.
3.1, diffuse or free field as reference). During the lis
tening test the subject could choose among three equal
ization characteristics: flat diffuse-field response, flat
free-field response, and without equalization. The first
two were produced by individually adjusted electrical
equalization, as required. Only one headphone was
used during a single session.

Twenty-four subjects participated in the listening
tests. The majority of the persons were employed in
broadcasting (including four recording engineers) and
experienced in assessing sound quality. For each head-

phone and each test item a preference had to be stated
for one out of the three sound reproductions, first using
the assessment category "naturalness" and then that of
"pleasantness." The results are summarized in the fol
lowing. (Details are given in [2].)

I) With all the headphones there was a preference
for diffuse-field equalization due to the assessments
"more natural" and "more pleasant." The free-field
equalization was rejected.

2) The preference for the diffuse-field equalization
over that of unequalized response was less significant
in the case of two headphones (Stax SR Lambda Pro
fessional and Beyer DT 880). This was in accordance
with the measured results for those headphones having
the best (that is, the most flat) diffuse-field response
compared with the unequalized response of the other
headphones (Fig. 13).

3) The degree of preference for the diffuse-field
equalization was dependent upon the test material.

Overall, a general superiority of the diffuse-field
equalization was found, independent of the headphone
design, the test material, and the assessment category.

Furthermore, when comparing the tone calors pro
duced by the various headphones with diffuse-field
equalization, only a smallrange ofvariations was found.
The tone colors produced by headphones of quite dif
ferent designs were surprisingly similar when electrical
equalization was added.

4.1.2 Listen/ny Test 2

The procedure and group of subjects were similar to
those for listening test I. Only one headphone was
used (Stax SR Lambda Professional) and only the as
sessment category "more natural." New test material
was selected with regard to various microphone tech
niques and types of music. (More details are given in
[23].)

The results correspond weil to those of Iistening test
I. With each test item the diffuse-field equalization
was preferred. The performance of this high-quality
type of headphone can be enhanced by equalizing the
original diffuse-field response to be flat.
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It may be summarized that the physically defined
diffuse-field response of a headphone is the relevant
quality parameter as regards the frequency response.
A tlat diffuse-field response, measured with a probe
microphone in the auditory canal of real ears, defines
"the optimum 'correct' performance" [I].

The result has been deduced from the association
model with regard to spatial hearing. It can be consid
ered the particular result of an investigation concerning
the general problem of the compatibility of production
and reproduction [6].

The problem of compatibility is illustrated in Fig.
16. Both for production and for reproduction there is
one system relating to space and one relating to the
head. (These terms are defined in [6].) Transmissions
along the diagonal paths, that is, stereo production/
loudspeaker reproduction (space-related process) on
the one hand and dummy-head stereo productionJhead
phone reproduction (head-related process) on the other,
are by definition compatible. In principle, any value
of signal equalization may be applied between pro
duction and reproduction. However, conventional stereo

Different recording techniques inftuence the assess
ments of the sound quality. 1t is incorrect to imply that
the recording technique "has an intluence on the quality
of the headphones" [10]. For example, the extreme
nearness of the microphones leads to a characteristic
tone color, which should be reproduced with high
quality headphones. Thus the quality of this product;oll
is not the best, and it might be improved by equalizing
the signal at the amplifier, but not by changing the
headphones.

However, in general headphone manufacturers agree
to the proposed definition of headphone equalization.
In cooperation with the IRT, some manufacturers have
developed high-quality studio headphones. In Fig. 15
the diffuse-field responses are plotted tor three studio
headphones which are available now.

5 CONCLUSION

Fig. 15. Diffuse-field response of three high-quality studio
headphones (according to proposed standard DIN 45619,
part 3).

The result is important because it is achieved with
a high-quality electroacoustic headphone whieh might
be considered to have an exceptionally good phase and
impulse response. These quality parameters should not
influence the assessment of tone color. This is a pre
requisite tor determining the "correct" equalization by
subjective assessments.

The results were achieved with a wide range of dif
ferent pieces of music. Most of the test subjects were
not irritated by assessing the reproduction of "pop mu
sie" with the category "naturalness." The results relevant
for "pop music" did not differ from the others.

4.2 Other SUbjective Assessments

The properties ofthe diffuse-field equalization have
been discussed with many audio specialists, recording
engineers, headphone manufacturers, audio laboratory
engineers, and so on. In addition, audio conventions
and certain workshops, discussing production and re
production problems, were used to demonstrate the
performance of the equalization with different head
phone design. Analyzing these discussions, almost
complete consensus was fallnd among recording eo
gineers and audio laboratory engineers. U sing various
music recordings of the recording engineers and test
material from ather laboratories , it was fallod that the
judgment depends only slightly on the piece of classieal
music. For most of the pieces the predominant judgment
was "correet, .. "neutral," Of Hnatural."

However, it could be observed that in the case of
certain productions the tone color seems not to be op
timal, being described perhaps as "too much presence"
01' "slightly tao sharp." This effect has been observed
carefully. 1t became clear that the effect must be ex
plained with shortcomings of the recording technique:
the distances of the microphones to the musicians were
chosen as too short. The resulting characteristic of the
tone color can be heard even by means of loudspeaker
reproduction, but less clearly. Using diffuse-field
equalization headphones, the nearness of the micro
phones is identified as "unnatural."

A high-quality headphone used in studios tor judging
sound quality, in particular for judging tone color,
should not "beautify" any shortcoming of the recording
technique. There is a serious interest in the studios in
obtaining an absolutely correct reproduction of the mi
crophone signal, and this applies also when monitoring
with headphones. A diffuse-field equalized headphone
could satisfy this demand. This is an important result
of a11 the discussions and experiments carried out in
cooperation with many experts. In addition, recordings
with unnatural presence and an unsatisfying reproduc
tion of distances, caused by the nearness of micro
phones, have been considered unsuitable for judging
headphones (as weil as loudspeakers) in the majority
of cases. One can recognize the tendency in the re
cording technique of placing the microphones at a "more
natural" distance. Nevertheless, the problem ofselecting
test material is evident. Relevant test material has not
yet been defined.
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Fig. 16. Defining the compatibility of a certain sound pro
duction and reproduction process.

is basically incompatible with headphone reproduction,
and dummy-head stereo is basically incompatible with
loudspeaker reproduction. In both cases the system
consists of a space-related process and a head-related
one. The incompatibility arises from the processing of
the auditory location-determining stage of the auditory
system (see Sec. 2.1 and 2.2).

It has been shown [6], [24], [25] in both instances
that equalization of the connection between the sound
production equipment and the reproduction equipment
must not be based on a single reference direction, but
that all transfer functions of the outer ear must be re
placed by a corresponding average transfer function in
order to ensure that tone color defects are kept to a
minimum. This is achieved by taking as the reference
the diffuse sound field.

The general solution of the problem of compatibility
has been subjectively assessed referring to the equal
ization of the dummy head (KU 81, Neumann) [25],
[26J as weil as referring to the equalization of head
phones [2], [23], [27].

In addition, in the case of dummy-head stereo and
headphone reproduction, a headphone with a f1at diffuse
field response is naturally the correct headphone for
reproducing KU 81 recordings. Further, headphones
which are no\1,' available on the market delivering a
satisfying tone color neutrality already have nearly a
f1at diffuse-field response. They already correspond to
the submitted standard DIN 45 619, part 3, much better
than to the present standard DIN 45 619, part I, 01'

IEC Publication 268-7 (1981). Furthermore, headphones
with an exact1y f1at diffuse-field response, corresponding
to the submitted standard DIN 45 619, part 3, are now
available.

Headphone manufacturers are aware of the tone color
defects of headphones with exact equalization accarding
to the present standard. Attempts are still being made
to achieve improved total reproduction by extending
the range of tolerance laid down in DIN 45 500, part
10, and IEC Publication 581-10. However, increased
tolerances are in fact the wrang course. On the contrary,
the tolerance range for the prescribed equalization
should ultimately be reduced.

As a result of this investigation it has been proposed

PRODUCTION REPRODUCTION

to work out new national and international standardi
zation for high-quality headphones. Contrary to the
present standards, which require free-field response
and loudness comparison measurements, the new stan
dard for high-quality headphones should set out a f1at
diffuse-field transfer function and probe measurements
with test subjeets. In the future measurements might
be carried out with a set of dummy heads.

Practical experience has shown that the diffuse-field
equalization according to proposed standard DIN 45
619, part 3, permits defining tolerances with narrow
limits.

Such a provision could then be used to set minimum
requirements for high-quality studio headphones, as
in the case of microphones, loudspeakers, and other
studio equipment. In order to ensure a sufficiently uni
form sound reproduction, the proposed standard would
be useful in the case of subjective judgment of program
material, referring to the international program exchange I,

as well as to the assessment of sound quality (CCIR
Recommendation 562-1).
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